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HB 237.15
DIMENSIONS VISUALIZER WITH COUNT TRANSMISSION
CAPABILITY THROUGH RS422 SERIAL CONNECTION
(OPTION)

- Dimensions DIN 48 × 96.

- 6-digit display.

- Non-volatile memory.

- Input/output upgrade

- RS422 serial transmission (optional)

- Keyboard with scratch-proof

membrane

- Removable polarized terminal boards

- Encoder resolution multiplier

- Software personalization

OPERATION DESCRIPTION

The HB 237.15 instrument, if programmed in the set-up
parameter "Operating mode" =1÷3, allows for the
displaying of the dimensions at which  the material
inserted between two mobile cutting units is cut. The
system can be unpgraded upto an indefinite number of
units adding, for each unit, a HB 237.15 display. In fact
each instrument transmits to the next its absolute position
in the axis and arranges the visualization of the difference
between its position and that of the previous stage
corrected by the thickness of the material transported
from each cutting blade. If one of the cutting heads is
excluded (I2=ON) the instrument diplays "OFF" and
instead of transmitting its absolute position, sends that
of the previous stage.
If, "Operating mode" =4 is programmed as a set-up
parameter, each instrument transmits to the next its

count displayed and arranges for the visualization of the
sum of its position and that received from the previous
stage.
If, in the set-up parameter "Operating mode"=5, the
instrument allows for the SLAVE (MF=) to be known in
respect to the previous position of the MASTER
("MF"=0"). This is used to command the transportation
of material that faithfully mirrors the profile, followed by
a touch device connected to a MASTER appliance. The
scratch-proof polycarbonate keyboard is provided with
mechanical actuators that give the operator a tactile
sense of the key operation.The calculations, pre-
selections and the operating parameters are memorised
on a non-volatile memory to guarantee the maximum
reliability and operating security also under limited
conditions.

The catalogue describes the operation instructions of the product and it is not liable about the instrument's operation

This product is an electronic instrument and is thus not to be considered as a machine.
Consequently, it is not subject to the requirements stated in EEC Directive 89/392 (Machines
Directive). It is hereby specified that, if the QEM instrument is used as a component part of
a machine, it must not be switched on if the machine does not comply with the Machines
Directive.
The instrument mark does not absolve the Customer fromthe fulfilment of his or her
legal obligations regarding the finished product.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE KEYBOARD

Yellow
ENTER. Upon data entry confirms the figure shown.

Pressed together with key + password, give access to the set-up parameters.

Pressed for 1 second, if the set-up parameter "Operating mode"=1÷3, gives access to
the  correction entry for the effective length of the tile.
Presed for 2 seconds together with  CLEAR key , gives access to the entry of a value on
the absolute count.

Green
CLEAR . Upon data entry, resets the figure shown.
If the parameter "Operating mode"=1÷3, pressed for 1 second gives access to the entry
of the blade thickness.
Pressed for 2 seconds together with ENTER key, gives access to the entry of a value on
the absolute count.

Black
In data entry, moves figure selection towards the right.

Pressed together with key + password, gives access to the set-up parameters.

Pressed for 2 seconds, the input and output diagnostics are visualized.

Black
In data entry increases by steps or continuously the figures selected on the screen (those
that flash).

Led prg Lit up during the programming of the set-up parameters.

Led prs Lit up during the programming of the PRS memory register.

Led lgh Lit up during the entry of the actual length correction of the tile.
Enabled in the operating modes "MF= 1÷3".

Led bld Lit up during the the entry of the blade thickness.
Enabled in the operating modes "MF= 1÷3".

Led lcf Lit up during the visualization of the absolute count.
Enabled in the operating modes "MF= 1÷4".
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUTS

Name
input

activation

4 I1 C ON ENABLING OF SERIAL COMMUNICATION.  If active, enables the reception and
the transmission of the count by serial cable. In the set-up parameters "Operating
mode"=5, with input I1=OFF the outputs are disabled. If the set-up parameter "Output
U4 logic state"=4, the output U4, with input I1=OFF, is active.

5 I2 I / C ON MULTIFUNCTIONAL INPUT.  Its function depends on the type of programming
chosen in the set-up parameters "Input I2 operation selection"(F2).

terminal
no. Signal Description

I=Impulsive input C=Continuous input

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTPUTS

Name Duration
terminal

no. Signal Description

9 U1 C / SLAVE < MASTER - TOLERANCE. Enabled if the set-up parameter "Operating
mode"=5. Activates when the count is less than or equal to the master count - the
negative tolerance value set in set-up.

10 U2 C / SLAVE > MASTER + TOLERANCE.  Enabled if the set-up parameter "Operating
mode"=5. Activates when the count is greater than or equal to the master count - the
positive  tolerance value set in set-up.

I=Impulsive outputs C=Continuous outputs

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTPUTS WITH EXPANSION (ORDER CODE "E4")

Name Duration
terminal

no. Signal Description

19 U3 C / JOLLY 1. Enabled if the set-up parameter "Operating mode"=5. If configured as
slowing  (J1=0), it disactivates when the slave count is not between "master count-
slowing" and "master count + slowing". If configured as tolerance (J1=1), it activates
when the slave count is greater or equal to the master count+ the positive tolerance
value set in set-up.

20 U4 C / JOLLY 2.  Enabled if the set-up parameter "Operating mode"=5. If configured as
tolerance (J2=0) and "Output U4 logic status" (U4=0), activates when the slave count
is between "master count -negative tolerance" and "master count and positive
tolerance". If configured as tolerance  (J2=0) and"Output U4 logic status" (U4=1),
it disactivates when the slave count is between "master count - negative" and
"mastercount + positive tolerance". If configured as maximun alarm delta (J2=1) and
"Output U4 logic status" (U4=0), it activates when the slave count differs by a greater
distance in respect to that set in the set-up parameter "∆ Master count maximum".
If configured as maximun alarm delta (J2=1) and "Output U4 logic status" (U4=1), it
activates when the slave count differs by a greater distance in respect to that set in
the set-up parameter "∆ Master count maximum".

                                                         I=Impulsive output C=Continuous output
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ENTRERING SET-UP PARAMETERS

For access to the programming of the following parameters, enter a 3-digit code as follows:

- Press simultaneously keys

(After data has been entered for each function, press ENTER to confirm and go on).

+ for 1 second.

- On display appears that is the request for the access code.

- Enter with keys (+) and (-) the figure 237 and confirm with ; LED light goes on

FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0=Normal display.

1=Visualization with HDR system (High definition reading). See
relative paragraph.

Display
mode

Decimal figures

Encoder
resolution

This parameter indicates how much the impulses/rev. of the en-
coder are multiplied to allow for the visualization of the length of
the unit of measurement required. It is possible to enter values
from 0.00200  to 4.00000 keeping in mind that the frequence of the
F1 phases must not exceed 20 Khz.

The formula to calculate the resolution is as follows:

Movement obtained with rotation of one encoder/rev.  (Whole No.)

Nº impulses/rev. of encoder
R=

If for example there is a movement of 123,4 mm. and an encoder
of 500 imp./rev.:

500
R= = 2,468

1234

0=Maximum display    999999.

1=Maximum display   99999,9.

2=Maximum display   9999,99.

3=Maximum display   999,999.
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0=FIRST INSTRUMENT OF THE GROUP (only data
transmission). Shows the absolute count. Transmits via RS 422
serial cable the appropriate absolute count.
The "entry of blade thickness " and "effective length correction
of tile" functions are disabled. Serial connection system "POINT
TO POINT" o "MULTIDROP"

1=FIRST INSTRUMENT OF THE GROUP (only data
transmission). Shows the appropriate absolute count
diminished by the value (blade thickness / 2). Transmits via RS
422 serial cable the appropriate absolute count increased by
the value (blade thickness / 2). Serial connection system
"POINT TO POINT"

2=FIRST INSTRUMENT OF THE GROUP (only data
transmission). Shows the appropriate absolute count
diminished by the value (blade thickness). Transmits via RS
422 serial cable the appropriate absolute count.  Serial
connection system "POINT TO POINT"

3=ANY OTHER INSTRUMENT. "DIFFERENCE" (data reception
and transmission).
Shows the appropriate absolute count (diminished by the
appropriate  value (blade thickness / 2) and that received by RS
422 serial cable. Receives, transmits via RS 422 serial cable
the absolute count of the previous stage increased by the value
(blade thickness / 2) (if "MF"=1 or 3).Transmits via RS 422 serial
cable the appropriate absolute count increased by the value
(blade thickness / 2). Serial connection system "POINT TO
POINT"

4=ANY OTHER INSTRUMENT. "SUM" (data reception and
transmission). Shows the sum of the appropriate absolute
count and that received, of the previous stage, by the RS 422
serial. Transmits, via RS serial cable, the appropriate count
visualized. Serial connection system "POINT TO POINT"

5=ANY OTHER INSTRUMENT."SLAVE " (only data reception).
Shows the appropriate absolute count. Receives, transmits via
RS 422 serial cable, the absolute count of the master
instrument. The functions "Real tile length corrections" and
"Entry of blade thickness" are disabled. Entry is qualified of a
value on the counter by pressing  the "CLEAR+ENTRY" keys.
Serial connection system "MULTIDROP"

Operating mode

0=No function.

1=CONTINUOUS LOADING. As long as input I2=ON, the counter
is updated to the pre-set value.

2=IMPULSIVE LOADING. Loads the pre-set value onto the
counter when the input I2 changes from OFF to ON.

3=IMPULSIVE LOADING. Loads the pre-set value onto the
counter when the input I2 changes from ON to OFF.

4=INHIBIT DISPLAY.Enabled in operating modes =0,1,2,3, and
4. Upon activation of the input "OFF" appears on the display and
the instrument transmits the absolute count of the previous
stage.

Operating
selection
input I2
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

This screen appears if the parameter "Input operating selection" =  1 ̧  3

The dimension managed by input I2 (-999999 ̧  999999)Pre-set dimension

This screen appears if the parameter "Operating mode" =  5

Positive tolerance limits allow for the positioning of the axis (max.
999.9). This parameter has always an additonal decimal figure to
that programmed in the parameter "Decimal figures" to allow for
the operating of QPS (QEM POSITIONING SYSTEM).

Positive tolerance

Negative tolerance limits allow for the positioning of the axis (max.
999.9). This parameter has always an additonal decimal figure to
that programmed in the parameter "Decimal figures" to allow for
the operating of QPS (QEM POSITIONING SYSTEM).

Negative tolerance

This is the space covered caused by the mechanical inertia of the
system from the axis (max. 999.9). This parameter has always  an
additional decimal figure to that programmed in the parameter
"Decimal figures" to allow for the operating of QPS (QEM
POSITIONING SYSTEM).

Inertia

0=Positioning without clearance recovery

1=Positioning with clearance recovery forward.

2=Positioning with clearance recovery reverse.

Clearance
recuperation

selection

During clearance recovery forward the axis is positioned to: (ma-
ster count - overdimensions - inertia) and, after the inversion time
it positions at master count. During clearance recovery reverse
the axis is positioned to: (master count + overdimension + inertia)
and, after the inversion time it positions at master count. If there
isn't clearance recovery or the clearance recovery positioning is
not necessary and the space to cover is less than the overload, the
instrument carries out the positioning with clearance recovery.
N.B. The actual clearance recovery load is calculated adding the

overload oA  to the inertia.
If the value 0 is entered, the instrument does not carry out the
∆ minimum positioning.

Overdimensions
for clearance

recovery
∆ minimum
positioning

To avoid possible mechanical stresses, caused by too rapid
inversions in the movement sense of the axis, a delay time can be
inserted in the inversion expressed in seconds (min: 0.00 max.
9.99 sec.).

Inversion time

Output selection
Jolly 1

0=Output U3 acts as slowing.

1=Output U3 acts as tolerance.

Output selection
Jolly 2

0=Output U4 acts as tolerance.

1=Output U3 acts as maximum delta alarm.
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0=If configured as tolerance "J2=0", output U4 activates  when the
slave count is between "master count - negative tolerance" and
"master count + positive tolerance".
If configured as maximum delta alarm "J2=1" output U4
activates  when the slave count differs by a greater distance in
respect of that set in the set-up parameter " D maximum master
count".

1=If configured as tolerance "J2=0", output U4 disactivates   when
the slave count is between "master count - negative tolerance"
and "master count + positive tolerance".
If configured as maximum delta alarm "J2=1" output U4
deactivates  when the slave count differs by a greater distance
in respect of that set in the set-up parameter "D maximum
master count".

Logic status
Output U4

The distance of the master count at which the slowing output "U3"
(max.9999) is activated.Slowing

Delay time (max.9.99 sec.) for activation of the output motor
forward/reverse when the positioning enters into slowing. During
this time the axis for inertia must not enter into the tolerance range.Slowing time

These screens appear depending  on the programming of parameters  "Output selection - Jolly  1 and 2"

Minimum
disactivation time
Tolerance output

The minimum time expressed in seconds, that the tolerance output
(U4) remains disactivated (max.9.99 sec.).

Indicates the maximum distance between the position of the
master and the slave, that output U4 activates when exceeded:

∆ maximum
master count

Qualification
RS 422

0=RS 422 transmission disabled. The option for the RS 422
transmission is not used (order code DF4).

1=RS 422 transmission qualified.

These screens appear if the parameters "Enabling of  RS 422"=1

Transmission
speed
RS 422

110 baud
150 baud
300 baud
600 baud

1200 baud
2400 baud
4800 baud
9600 baud

Transmission speeds available; if the speed is
wrong the default takes the value 4800.

Number of data
bits

7 bits
8 bits

Number of data bits available; if the numder of bits is
wrong the default takes the value 8.

1 bit di stop
2 bit di stop

Number of stop bits available; if the number of bits
is wrong the default takes the value 2.

Number of stop
bits
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

These screens appear if the parameters "Enabling of  RS 422"=1

Transmission
speed
RS 422

110 baud
150 baud
300 baud
600 baud

1200 baud
2400 baud
4800 baud
9600 baud

Transmission speeds available; if the speed is
wrong the default takes the value 4800.

Number of data
bits

Number of stop bits 1 bit di stop
2 bit di stop

Number of stop bits available; if the number of bits
is wrong the default takes the value 2.

Parity bit

This screen appears if the parameter "Operating mode" ¹ 5

7 bits
8 bits

Number of data bits available; if the numder of bits is
wrong the default takes the value 8.

0=No parity.

1=Even parity.

2=Odd parity.

Default value 0.

Transmission
delay

The transmission time delay (expressed in thousandths of a
second) between character and character of the instrument.

0=In serial transmission, only the count is transmitted:

1=In serial transmission, both the count and the encoder value are
transmitted.

N.B. In a system in which the instruments use encoder
resolution values different from each other, this
parameter must be set at 1. Alternatively, in a system in
which the instruments use all the same encoder
resolution values, this parameter must be set at 0.

Encoder
resolution

transmission

After the last function has been programmed, the display returns tothe function used before SET-UP and led prg: switches off.
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ENTERING BLADE THICKNESS

To enter the blade thickness, proceed as follows:

Press the key for 1 second (if "MF"=1÷3); LED light goes on and the following is shown on the screen:

The screen shown the actual blade thickness.The operator can enter the values by means of
the keys (+) and (-).Pressing the (+) key increases the value by a unit; the (-) key decreases
the value by a unit. Keeping the key pressed increases or decreases the value by 10 in 10. This
parameter has always an additional decimal figure to that programmed in the parameter
"Decimal figures" to for the operating of QPS (QEM POSITIONING SYSTEM).On confirmation
with CLEAR the blade thickness will be updated with a new value, LED light goes
off and the display goes back to the current screen.

To exit at any moment from the entering function of the blade thickness, press key , LED light

goes off and the display goes back to the current screen.

N.B. Maximum value settable = 99999.  Minimum value settable=0,0

CORRECTING THE ACTUAL TILE LENGTH

To enter corrections of the actual length of the tile, proceed as follows:

Press key for 1 second (if "MF"=1÷3); LED light goes off and the following is shown on the screen:

The display shows the actual length of the tile. The operator can enter the values by means
of keys (+) and (-). Pressing the (+) key increases the value by a unit; the (-) key decreases the
value by a unit. Pressing and holding this key increases or decreases the value by 10 in 10.
On confirmation with ENTER, the LED light goes off and the display goes back to
the current screen.

To exit at any moment from the entering function of the blade thickness, press key , the LED light

goes off and the display goes back to the current screen.

The length value of the tiles is immediately put in use on pressing the keys or

ENTERING A VALUE ON THE ABSOLUTE COUNTER

To enter a value on the absolute counter proceed as follows:

Press simultaneously keys

The display shows the current absolute count. The operator can enter the values by means
of keys (+) and (-). On confirmation with ENTER the counter is updated with the new value and
the display goes back to the current screen.

for 2 seconds; the display shows:and
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SCREENS

During normal operation the display shows:

Count (if negative the minus sign appears and flashes if it exceeds the visualization limits).

Absolute count.

Pressing key for 2 seconds; on the display appears:

I1

U1 U2

The display shows the status of the inputs and outputs. The LED light _ on indicates the
activation of the input or the output:

Pressing key for 2 seconds; if the parameter "MF"=1÷4 the display shows the following for 3 seconds:

I2

U3 U4

, the display goes back to the current screen.Pressing again key
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CALIBRATION EXAMPLE WITH OPERATION MODES 1, 2, 3

To start-up the instruments and for a correct calibration, proceed as follows:

- Go to function programming (set-up) and input the parameter "F2"=1 (upon activation of the input I2 the pre-set
dimensions is loaded).

- Upon the request for the pre-set dimensions, enter the distance of the head with respect to zero for every instrument
(only one for all of the heads, see diagram).

- On exiting from programming activate input I2 in every instrument; in this way each instrument will load the actual
position of the head onto the display.

- After the activation of all the inputs I2, go back to programming function (set-up) and input the parameter  "F2"=4.

- On exiting from programming function, enter the blade thickness of every head.

- Starting with head number 1 (that closest to zero) enter the actual width at which the tile is cut:

Unit n. pre-set dimension

Unit 3 pre-set dimension

Unit 2 pre-set dimension

Unit 1 pre-set dimension

0
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70

OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH "MF=0"

Dimension shown

Dimension transmitted by  RS 422serial cable=50,0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH "MF"=1

Dimension shown

Dimension transmitted by   RS 422serial cable=54,0

SL=8,0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH "MF=2"

Dimension shown

Dimension transmitted by  RS 422serial cable=50,0

SL=8,0
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SL=6,0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH "MF"=3

SL=8,0

A B
Dimension shown

A=Operating mode "MF"=1
B=Operating mode "MF"=3

* Dimension shown instrument B =
=[Absolute count instrument B - (blade
thickness instrument B÷2)] - dimension
transmitted instrument A=

=[50,0 - (6,0÷2)] - 24,0=
=[50,0 - 3,0] -24,0=
=47,0 - 24,0=23,0

A

Dimension transmitted by   RS 422serial cable=53,0

Dimension shownB

Dimension transmitted by   RS 422 serial cable    to
instrument B=24,0

1) In the event that the count of a head is equal to or less than  the count of the previous head, the display will show
the message "Error ".

2) In the event that the count of a head is equal to or greater than the count of the previous head, the display will
show the message "Error ".

OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH "MF"=4

A=Operating mode "MF"=0
B=Operating mode "MF"=4
C=Operating mode "MF"=4

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

A B C
Dimension shown

Dimension transmitted by  RS 422 serial cable=20,0

A

Dimension transmitted by  RS 422serial cable=70,0

Dimension shownB

Dimension transmitted by  RS 422serial
cable=130,0

Dimension shownC

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH "MF=5"

Dimension shown

Dimension transmitted by   RS 422serial cable=50,0

A

Instrument "A" MF=0

Continued on the following page
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

OPERATING DIAGRAM "MF=5"

Dimension shown
B

Instrument "B" MF=5 Set-up  " tP=5,0; tn=5,0; in=2,0 rG=2; oA=10,0;
tI=0,50; JI=0; J2=0;U4=0; rL=8,0; tL=0,00;
tt=0,50".

I1=OFF

I1=ON

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

U1=
U2=
U3=
U4=

OFF

Dimension shown

U1=ON
U2=OFF
U3=OFF
U4=OFF

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Dimension shown

U1=ON
U2=OFF
U3=ON
U4=OFF

54,0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Dimension shown

U1=OFF
U2=ON
U3=OFF
U4=OFF

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Dimension shown

U1=OFF
U2=ON
U3=ON
U4=OFF

62,0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Dimension shown

U1=OFF
U2=OFF
U3=OFF
U4=ON

B

B

B

B

B

N.B. To use the instrument as a copier, the clearance recovery and overdimension must be set at zero:
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SERIAL LINK ON  HB 237.15: MULTI-DROP CONNECTION

RX RX

TX
TX

RX RX RX RX

ANY OTHER INSTR.
"SLAVE" ("MF"=5)

ANY OTHER INSTR.
"SLAVE" ("MF"=5)

ANY OTHER INSTR.
"SLAVE" ("MF"=5)

FIRST INSTRUMENT
"MASTER" ("MF"=0)

N.B. Maximum number of connectable instruments=10.

SERIAL LINK ON HB 237.15: SERIAL "POINT-TO-POINT" CONNECTION

TX TX RX RX

TX
TX

TX TX RX RX RX RX

ANY OTHER INSTR.
"SLAVE" ("MF"=3,4)

ANY OTHER INSTR.
"SLAVE" ("MF"=3,4)

ANY OTHER INSTR.
"SLAVE" ("MF"=3,4)

FIRST INSTRUMENT
("MF"=0,1,2)
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HDR DISPLAY SYSTEM (HIGH DEFINITION READING)

This system allows for the DISPLAY of the running of a bi-directional counter with a higher definition with respect
to that of the traditional reading because it allows for the evaluation, if the transducer resolution permits it, also the
space interval that elapses between the unit shown and the previous or successive.The space included between
each unit read on the display is divided into 4 equal parts; the two extreme parts are areas in which the display shows
the figures in a stable mode, alternatively in the two central areas the display shows alternatively first one figure
then the other emphasizing the fact that the half way point between the two has been reached.
The HDR=1 system is fully efficient if the transducer resolution demands a multiplicative co-efficient of less than,
or equal to 2,00000 whilst if the multiplicative co-efficient is between  2,00001 and 4,00000 the values shown are
centered but the intermediate section in which the figure swings from one DISPLAY  to another is not noted  (or is
noted only for certain values).

A =Normal display.

B =Actual movement.

C=HDR display.

As can be seen from the diagrams, the  HDR=1 system centers the displays in the actual position also allowing the
evaluation of the intermediate distances between the unit without necessarily having to resort to displaying or setting
up data of a unit of measurement 10 times smaller than necessary.

+ Transducers power supply 12 V 100 mA positive pole

- Transducers power supply negative pole

P1 Polarization terminal of inputs I1, I2, F1 (+ NPN, - PNP).

I2 (I / C) Multi-functional input.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS FOR INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

U1 (C) Slave < Master - Tolerance.

F1 Input phase 1 of incremental encoder.

U2 (C) Slave > Master + Tolerance.

GND Earth connection (f 4 mm. conductor cable recommended).

XXX Power supply voltage Vac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz.

XXX Power supply voltage Vac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz.

F1 Input phase 2 of incremental encoder.

I1 (C) Serial enabling.

C1 Polarization terminal of outputs U1, U2 (+ PNP, - NPN).

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V

Encoder
only 12 V
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS WITH UPGRADE (ORDER CODE "E4")

P2

I3

I4

I5

C2

Polarization terminal - inputs I3, I4, I5 (+ NPN, - PNP).

Not utilized.

Not utilized.

Not utilized.

Polarization terminal - outputs U3, U4 (+ PNP, - NPN).

U3

U4

GND

AN1

(C) Jolly 2.

Common terminal - analog output.

Not utilized.

(C) Jolly 1.

RX Reception RS 422 (optional).

TX Transmission RS 422 (optional).

RX Reception RS 422 (optional).

TX Transmission RS 422 (optional).

GENERAL CONNECTION CHARACTERISTICS

OUTPUTS

The dc outlets are optoisolated in continuous voltage and
all have a common terminal between them (C1, C2).
Connecting this terminal to + current the outputs become
type PNP, connecting it to - current they become type
NPN. The maximum continuous voltage appliable is
50 V.The outputs are able to support current upto 70 mA
with a typical current drop of 3.5 V between the output
and the common terminal. With the outputs dc it is also
possible to control relays upto 24 Vac.

INPUTS

Each input ON/OFF is universal, optoisolated and can
receive digital signals both in NPN and PNP. Connecting
the terminals P1, P2,  to + all the inputs accept the  NPN
type signals, that is with closure towards the negative of
the electrical supply voltage. Connecting the terminals
P1, P2,  to - all the inputs become  PNP type  that is with
closure towards the positive of the electrical supply
voltage. Each input is protected against short circuit
towards both of the supply poles, so as a result are
practically indestructible. It is possible to connect in
parallel more inputs having the same logic, if the output
that is controlled is able to support the total current
required, that is, equal to the number of inputs connected
together multiplied by 10mA

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V
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CONNECTIONS

Power supply voltage connection

Power supply voltage: 24 Vac, 330 mA
110 Vac, 72 mA
220 Vac, 36 mA
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CONNECTION  OF ON/OFF INPUTS

Connection of encoder with the instrument power supply

Connection with encoder NPN Connection with encoder PNP

N.B. Connection of transducers (encoder, proximity switches) and electro-mechanical contacts to the instument
inputs, using the 12 V power supply present on terminals 1 and 2, must consider the maximum current that
the power supply unit can supply.The polariser "P1" (terminal 3) is used for the encoder inputs (terminals 6
and 7) and the inputs I1 and I2 (terminals 4 and 5)

Connection of encoder with external power supply

Connection with encoder NPN Connection with encoder PNP

N.B. The polariser "P1" (terminal 3) is used for the encoder inputs (terminals 6 and 7) and the inputs I1 and I2
(terminals 4 and 5)

Connection of inputs ON / OFF with the instrument power supply

Connection with inputs NPN Connection with inputs PNP
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Connection of inputs with external power supply

Connection with inputs NPN Connections with inputs PNP

Connections with amplified proximity switch

Amplified proximity
switch  12 V

Amplified NPN
proximity switch 12 V

+ -

12÷24 Vdc
supply

3 4 5

CONNECTION OF ON/OFF INPUTS

+ -

12÷24 Vdc
supply

3 4 5
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CONNECTION OF ON/OFF OUTPUTS

Connection with NPN outputs

Connection with relay in alternate

Connection of outputs with EI 204 / M

Connection with PNP outputs

18 208 10 199

Imax. 70 mA

+ -

12÷24 Vdc
supply

18 208 10 199

Imax. 70 mA

+ -

12÷24 Vdc
supply

18 208 10 199

Imax. 70 mA

~ ~

12÷24 Vac
supply

The EI 204 / M has inside  4 relays (5
A / 250 V)  fed at 24 V for which the
power supply voltage is  drawn from
the inside of the same interface. The
relays are connected as in figure 2;
the assembly is shown in the DIN
standard. The overall dimensions
are 45 x 93 x 85 mm.

EI 204 / M
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DIMENSIONS

ATTENTION!
After the hooking
pivot has been
positioned, carry
out only a half
rotation so as not to
break the frame.

N.B. All the measurements are in millimeters.
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92,8+0,2

45+0,6

96

92,8
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.

ORDER CODE

H B 2 7 1 53 T

Power supply voltage
24 = 24 Vac

110 = 110 Vac
220 = 220 Vac

E4 DF4 . T010

T010= Panel dedicated to
applications with non-
standard keyboard

T = Upper  polycarbonate panel with keyboard
P = Upper panel without keyboard
PC = Upper panel without keyboard but with CLEAR button
PE = Upper panel without keyboard but with ENTER button

DF4= Serial interface  RS 232-C optoisolated

E4 = Upgrade card with 3 NPN / PNP inputs plus 2 static
outputs 24 Vac / dc, 70 mA.

110
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